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JUDGE/COACH NOTES – April 18, 2017 
 
EVENT: PESARO WORLD CUP  PRESENTER:  CAROLINE HUNT 
FROM:  OLGA KHABAROVA 
  
Evaluate the shape performed: 
Ex: Split position or very slight deviation from split Horizontal Back bent of the trunk (not just head and 
shoulders) closed ring position (touching or very close) 
 
Fundamental apparatus element should be performed: 
Jump:    during the flight(not landing) 
Balance:       during stop position 
Pivot.              during 360 base rotation 
 
Attention to apparatus element with BD: sometimes none performed; performed before or after BD; 
Not performed according to definition in 3.3 & 3.4 
 
Small toss of clubs should be thrown and caught to be counted  
 
Major technical fault with apparatus are: 
Loss  
Static apparatus (held for more than 4 sec.) 
Imprecise trajectory and catch in flight with 2 or more steps; chasses steps in R 
Unusable apparatus  
Involuntary wrapping or knot with interruption (rope, ribbon)  
Catch (contact with the arm) 
 
Rhythmic steps are not counted if: 
Missing LH 
Short 
Only one movement variety (rhythm, direction, level)  
 
Risks: 
Large or medium throw 
Min 2 rotations 360 each!!!!!  
It has to be caught 
5.1.3 R value is determined by the number of rotations and executed criteria: if the final criteria is 
executed after the catch, this rotation and criteria belonging to this rotation (possibly level or axis) are 
not valid.  
Each rotation (pre acrobatic, chaine, etc.) may be performed either isolated or in series only 1 time.  
 
Direct re-throw/rebound without any stops is the main part of R, in this case it's necessary to catch the 
re-throw for R to be valid.  
Criteria during re -throw/ re -bound are valid.  



 

 

Criteria during catch after re-throw is not evaluated as part of R because in most cases, the height is not 
the same as initial throw. The catch of the re-throw may be used as part of AD. 
 
Each AD must be different  
Apparatus base + criteria by itself is not AD.  Must be technically difficult synchronization between 
apparatus & body consisting of min. 1 Base + minimum 2 criteria or 2 bases + 1 criteria  
Or 
Interesting or innovative use of apparatus (not standard) consisting of min. 1 base + a min. 2 criteria or 2 
bases + 1 criteria. Criteria often executed after the base (ex . Rotation)  
 
"Missing penalty" is taken when no visible attempt made (less than one difficulty from each body group)  
 
Groups 
Only EX by medium or large throws valid as ED.  When gymnasts are on the floor for the throw, they 
must have a distance of 6m to be a medium throw.  
For criteria on the floor, gymnasts should already be on the floor before performing throw or catch. 
2.2.4 BD with value of 0.1 may be performed during the ED (as criteria in the value of the ED) but will 
not count as BD. A BD with value of more than 0.1 performed during ED will not be evaluated as a BD 
not counted as criteria for the ED 
5.6 the same rotation (pre-acrobatic elements, chaîné, etc.) may be used one time in R and one time in 
ED and /or in C: if the same rotation is repeated in ED, this criteria is not valid (the ED is valid because 
the required action of throw and catch are executed) For CR, CRR CRRR when executed by a min 1 
gymnast performing the main action in the collaboration: body rotation with loss of visual control,  
valid one time per throw and one time by catch per collaboration with rotation.  
 
 

 
 


